
 

 

Photography Y11 

Homework Pack  
 

WARNING: This year, homework expectations are 

significantly higher. This is a deliberate decision; we are 

looking for rapid and consistent progress from 

everyone. So, if you start slacking for even one week, if 

you submit inadequate wasting-everyone’s-time 

homework then expect it to be treated very seriously. 

 

Name:     _________________________ 

Class:       _________________________ 

Teacher: _________________________  
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Spring Term Overview: Year 11 

You will be doing an exam for: 

Photography – Project specific outcomes : Full Day 

 

 

 

How can you get prepared for this? 

✓ Turn up to class. Every lesson you miss is the equivalent of throwing away learning 

time. You are responsible for catching up if you miss a lesson. 

✓ Use your Photography handbook and online support as a guide. There are 

exemplars of complete GCSE projects on-line, feedback from your teacher, 

success criteria, marks schemes etc. in your books.  

✓ Ask for help. If you would like Photography support sessions to go over a lesson 

again etc. then we will do our absolute best to help you. Do not turn up the 

morning of an assessment/mock exam and expect that last minute effort to 

translate into real results. 

✓ Pay attention to your targets. The definition of madness is doing the same thing 

over and over again and expecting a different result. Try to fix the things that are 

holding you back from the next grade before your next test. 

✓ DO YOUR HOMEWORK. The best way to improve is to practise. The homework 

packs let you do this.  
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Our Spring Term Homework Programme. 

 

Due on [day of class]: 

Approximate 

Time 

Needed 

Is there help? 

Where can I find it? 

Week 

#1 

Homework 1:  

 Take 50 photos on new project 

theme  

Save to U Drive  

Print and annotate  

 

  

Week 

#2 

Homework 2:  

Take 50+ photos which explore the 

theme or inspiration in your first 2 

analysis. Save to U Drive.  

Print and annotat 

 

  

Week 

#3 

Homework 3:  

Take 50x photos  

Save to U Drive.  

Print and annotate 

 

  

Week 

#4 

Homework 4:  

Plan a photoshoot using sketches 

and annotations  

Write your intention  

Save photos to U Drive.  

Print and annotate  

 

  

Week 

#5 

Homework 5:  

Take 50x photos  

Save to U Drive.  

Print and annotate  

 

  

Week 

#6 - 

Half 

Term 

Homework 6:  

Take photo re-shoots to improve 

developments (AO2-4)  

Save to U Drive.  

Print and annotate contacts  

 

  

Week 

#7 

Homework 7:  

Take photo re-shoots to improve 

developments (AO2-4)  

Save to U Drive.  

Print and annotate contacts  
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Week 

#8 

Homework 8:  

Plan and do 

a development photoshoot/re-

shoot  

Print and annotate contacts  

 

  

Week 

#9 

Homework 9:  

Take photo re-shoots to improve 

developments (AO2-4)  

Save to U Drive.  

Print and annotate contacts  

 

  

Week 

#10  

Homework 10:  

Take photo re-shoots to improve 

developments (AO2-4)  

Save to U Drive.  

Print and annotate contacts  

 

  

Week 

# 11 

Homework 11:  

Prepare for Assessment with 

photos for new development/s.  

Selection identified from contacts.  

 

  

Week 

#12 

Homework 12:  

   

   

  

 

PLEASE NOTE: The writing estimates are guidelines. If you do the minimum amount 

for every question, do not expect a top mark. The timings are not fluid. If you revise 

by pretending that you have more time than you actually do, then you are 

throwing away opportunities to improve.  
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The order of work for my sketchbook Tick box 
when work 
is 
completed 

Tick box 
when work 
is in 
sketchbook 

1. Front cover with your name and Project title 
 

  

2. Mindmap of your project   

3. Photographer 1 biography                          (include 
source of your information –websites 
used/google) 

  

4. Photo analysis 1   

5. Photo analysis 2   

6. Photo analysis 3   

7. Photographer 2 biography 
(include source of your information –websites 
used/google) 

  

8. Photo analysis 1   

9. Photo analysis 2   

10. Photo analysis 3   

11. All your printed contact sheets for  this project - 
from classwork, outings and homework 

  

12. Contact sheets for  Project - from trips and 
homework 

  

13. Photo Development 1   

14. Photo Development 2   

15. Photo Development 3   

16. Photo Development 4   

17. Photo Development 5   

18. Photo Development 6   

19. Photo Development 7   

20. Photo Development 8   

21. FINAL PRINTS   

22. EVALUATION   
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Read through the sheet carefully: 

1.Use the Checklist to remind you of the order of your work. 

All your Project 1 and 2 work should be printed and put into your plastic folder. 

2. Analysis (AO1): Check you have used key words and technical vocabulary in your 

work (the Photography Student Handbook is in S:\Art & Photography\HWILLEY) 

Check you have made connection or links in your biography and analysis to both 

your:                             

- your project (title): why have you chosen this photographer’s photo as a good 

example of your project?                  

 - your photos: in which ways does your photographer inspire your own photography 

work? 

3.Your Photos : Your photos MUST be saved into a named folder for each project on 

your U Drive. They can then be printed as contacts (‘Wallet’ = 9 to a page). 

4.Your contacts: Annotate your best photos on your contact pages. You can draw on 

your contacts (or on tracing paper) to show what went well, or how you might 

develop the photo to improve it.  

4.Developments: Your photo developments could include: 

- your best photo from a set of 3 similar photos 

- a good photo which does not need editing  

- a photo edited in photoshop/app – make screen shots of the stages of editing 

to write about 

-  a new set of photos (contacts) to show how you developed an earlier idea or 

photo.  

See the page layout guide for Developments 

5.Drawings : You must have drawings to show plans and ideas for photoshoots and 

development of ideas 

Printing: Contacts always take longer to print, so be patient for these to come out of the printer.   

You can collect your work from the printer at break or lunch -get your teacher to sign your planner 

with permission if you need to do this. 


